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The Tampa Gas Company
TAMPA. FLORIDA

ROSCO NETTLES
PRESIDENT BeGENERAL MANAGER January 5, 1942.

Dr. Albert 5ruce Sabin,
%University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio

Dear Dr. Sabin:

I have read with much interest an article.
in Time magazi.ne of January 5th, 1942, descr bing vour
work in catch~ng flies.

By accident I got interested in the cattle
business and one of the wo~st troubles the cattlemen have
to contend wi. th in Florida and all of the Gulf coast
states as far west as Texas, is the screw worm fly. It
is unbelieveable how bad this pest is. For instance last
week I had 49 calves born, out of which 41 had the screw
worm.

It seems that no one has been able to dis-
cover any remedy .forgetting rid of these flies. I notice
the picture of a fly trap you have and it occurred to me
that if you could catch flies with this trap that maybe
if they il!erenot too expensive I pould get a few dozen of
these traps and place them in my pasture and it would some-
what control the fly situation. I.fyou would be kind
enough to tell me where I can buy these traps it will be
greatly appreciated.

Let me say to you that if in your work you
can make a discovery of some chemical that wou Ld destroy
the screw iorm fly, you would make a fortune over ni~ht.
The fly is attracted to blood· and in my opinion if we had
some chemical that smelled like blood that would attract
the fly and which was gummy or some chemical in a substance
that would kill the flies, it would solve the problem.
There are many other discoveries that doctors are making
so I thought I would pass this onto you as it is one of
the serious problems confronting the cattle industry in
the South today.

from you, I am
Hoping that I have the pleasure of hearing

~~_ ....very truly,


